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Abstract. From the very beginning, notions such as bisimulation and formal 
methods like temporal logic HML or mu-Calculs were closely connected with 
process algebra CCS. Another formal method that is widely used for similar 
purposes is Petri nets formalism. The presented paper shows how the model 
given in the form of a Petri net could be transformed into an equivalent algebraic 
model. Some practical application of this method to the analysis of Java based 
software wiU be discussed. 

1 Introduction 

A typical software life-cycle proceeds from the phase of gathering requirements and 
forming specification to building and delivering a ready-to-use product. Usually it 
consists of several subsequent steps or phases in which a more and more detailed model 
of tlie system is built [1]. In this approach, it is useful to have a method of comparing 
the initial specification of the system with another (maybe more detailed) specification. 
One of the formal methods which can be used for this purpose is bisimulation [2], 

The hybrid approach to software modeling and verification proposed in this paper 
is based on labelled Petri nets (LPN) and process algebra CCS. It shifts consideration 
about the model correctness from labelled Petri nets to the process algebra CCS. This 
allows for verification of the correctness of Petri nets by means of native algebraic 
mechanisms and notions. The shift is done by defining simple mapping between both 
formalisms. This approach does not need a compositional net semantics [3]. 
Correctness is understood as a relation of satisfying the specification by the given 
model [4]. Specification could be given in the form of Petri net, and in this case, we 
would say that the model satisfies the specification if both the LPN representing model 
and LPN representing specification are bisimilar. Bisimlarity checking is done in CCS. In 
order to do so, both Petri nets will be transformed into corresponding agent expressions. 
Specification could also be defined in the form of temporal logic formulas [5,6]. The 
presented hybrid approach might also be useful for analysing Java software. In this 
paper, a sample program based on CyclicBarrier will be analysed in the context of the 
hybrid approach based on Petri nets and process algebra CCS. 
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2 Preliminary notions 

Definicja 1. Labelled Petri Net (Labelled Place-Transition net) is a tuple 
N = {P, T, F, K,W,L, Mo) satisfying the following conditions: 

- P is a finite, nonempty set of places. 
- T is a finite, nonempty set of transitions. 
- F C (P xT) U (T X P) is a set of directed arcs of the net known as a flow relation. 
- K:P—>-N U {ooj is a function assigning a positive integer to every place. The 

value K{p), where p G P, indicates the maximum number of tokens that can be 
held by p. If p = oo, this means that the maximum number of tokens is unlimited. 

- W:F—>N U {0} is a function denoting the weight of each arc. 
- MQ.-P—s-N U {0} is a function denoting an initial marking of the net. 
- L : T—>ActiPT is a labelling function which maps transitions to elements of 

a finite set of ACLLPT with a distinguished element r. 

In the LPT net, an occurrence of transition t^e T, and in consequence, marking the 
change from M to M , will be denoted M —^ M , or M[ti)M . For every 
&e ACILPTM - ^ M'means that M - ^ M ' , such as L(ti) = a. The net 
is called finite if Vp e P K{p) ^ oo. 

Definicja 2. A reachability graph of the Petri net N = [P,T, F, K, W, L, MQ) is a 
pair G = {V, A) over T, where: 

- V = [Mo) is a set of vertices, 
- T - is a set of transitions , 
- A^ {{M, t, M') : M, M' e [Mo) A M[t)M') is a set of arcs labelled by the 

names of transitions such that (M, i, Af) e A if execution oft cause a change of 
marking from M to M'. 

The notion of bisimulation was originally defined for process algebra CCS [7], and 
it also could be easily defined for Petri nets [8]. In both formalisms, bisimulation 
is defined over the space of states of a system. In CCS there is a set of all possible 
derivatives of the given agent, whilst in the Petri net, this is a set of all possible 
markings of the net. Thus, whenever we say that two nets are bisimilar, we mean that 
their initial markings are bisimilar. 

Definicja 3. Let LPTi and LPT2 be labelled Petri Nets. A strong bisimulation is the 
relation B between the markings of LPTi and LPT2, such that for all (Mi, M2) S B 
and for all a G Actipy.-

-ifMi -^ M{ then M2 -^ M^for some M^ such that (M{, M^) e B and 
-ifM2 -^ M^ then Mi -^ M[ for some M[ such that (M{, M^) € 5 

The simlar definition could be given for a weak bisimulation. We would say that 
Ml is strongly bisimilar to M2 and denote it Mi ~ M2, and Mi is weakly bisimilar 
(observable equivalent) to M2 and denote it Mi « M2. Two Petri nets are in strong 
(weak) bisimulation if their initial markings are in strong (weak) bisimulation. 

Notions like strong and weak bisimulation were originally defined in the context of 
process algebra CCS. Appropriate definitions, as well as a detailed description of the 
formalism, might be found in various positions [9,10]. 
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3 Transformation of Labelled Petri Nets to CCS 

Let iV be a finite labelled Petri net and G^ = (V, A) be its reachability graph. Because 
TV is finite, Gfq is also finite; i.e. both sets V and A are finite. Let us enumerate the 
set of vertices as follows: V = (MQ, • • •, M^). Let 0{M) be a set of all vertices from 
V that can be directly reached from M; i.e.: 

0{M) = {Mi e V : M[t)Mi e A} 
For every vertex M eV let $(M) be the agent in the form: 

#(M) = EM, L{U).${Mi) 
where ti is a transition such that M[ti)Mi G A. 

We would say that the symbol ^ denotes transformation of the given Petri net N, 
with the initial marking MQ, to the corresponding CCS agent fP(Mo) according to the 
scheme presented above. 

Let us consider the net Â î (Fig.l). 

Mor 
(1,1,0) 

M i r 

M (0,1,1) 
1M3 

(1,0,1) -H (0,0,2) 
1M2 

Fig. 1. Petri net TViand its reachability graph 

Transitions ti, t2, ts, of Ni are labelled correspondingly: L{ti) = c, ^(^2) = 
a, L{tz) = b. The reachability graph of iVi contains four vertices that denote four 
possible markings: Mo, . . . ,Ms (Fig.l). According to the assumed transformation 

algorithm, the algebraic equivalent of Ni is the CCS agent ^ ( M Q ) = ^(iVi) defined 
as follows: 
*(Mo) =a.<?(M3)+b.<?(Mi), #(Mi) = a.<?(M2), ^(M^) =h.^M2), <5(M2) = 
c.^(Mo). 
Transformation # is consistent with the relations of strong and weak bisimulations, which 
means that if two Petri nets are bisimilar, their algebraic equivalents are also bisimilar. 

Theorem 1. For two finite labelled Petri nets LPNi, LPN2 if LPNi - LPN2, 
thus also ^{M^'') ^ <?(M^^ )̂ where M^^ and M^^ are initial markings of LPNi 
and LPN2. 

Proof. Let us assume LPNi ~ LPN2- Satisfying the equivalence ^(Afg ) ~ 
requires; 

- Va : #(M($^^) • 

andAP^Af 
- V6 : ^(Mo^^') -

A P exists ^ P , such that #(Mp^) 

Bp^ exists B P , such that <?(iv4^^) 

AP 

BP 
(1) and Br> ~ B} j(2) 
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If for some a exists transition # ( M Q ) - ^ ^ j , it means that by knowing the 

construction of the agent $(M^^^), we also know that M^Q^\ti)M^\ where L(tj) = a 

and <?(Mp^) = A^P. In other words, M^^^ -^ M[^\ Because LPNi ~ LPiVs 

there is MQ ~ MQ . Thus, on the basis of these two facts, there is Mj such that 

M^^ -^ M^\ Let us denote Af^ = ^ ( M f ^). Considering the construction of 

<f(Mf^), we know that there is transition ^(M($^^) - ^ ^ ( M ^ ) . 

The question arise whether Af ^ ~ Af\ i.e. if <5(Mf )̂ ~ # ( M f )̂ (and similarly, 
if Bf^ ~ B p b . Let us note that M f ^ ~ M f ^ (as a consequence of LPiVi ~ LPiV2). 
In other words, using the same reasoning as presented above, but this time applied to 
the nets LPNI{M[^'^) i LPN2{MP) - i.e. to net LPNi with marking M^ and 
net LPN2 with marking M^, we may show that # (M}^^) ~ <?(Mf ^), which is of 
course true if and only if ^2 ~ ^2 ^'^'^ ^2 -^i '••• ^^'^ ^° '^^- ^y repeating this 
operation, we prove equivalences: Ay ~ A^ \AI ' ~ A\ ',... and correspondingly 
S f ^ i 3 « , B f ~ S « , . . . e t c . 

After the r-th iteration, we have to prove that ^(M^) - ^M?'^). These two 

agents satisfy the relation ~ if A^^l^ ~ A^^^ and B^^\ ~ Bf^-^. If in steps h^h, such 

that 0 < 1̂ < r, 0 < 2̂ < ^. the equivalences Ai ' ^ A \ ' and J5; ^ ~ B;̂  ^ have been 

proven, where A'^^I^ = Af^, Afl^ = AI'^K B^^ = B\f and B^^i = ^If ^ "̂ ^ ^^y 
stop our reasoning at this point. If not, this situation must happen at the latest for r = pq, 
where p is the number of vertices in the reachability graph GLPM-^ and g - is the number 
of vertices in the reachability graph GLPN^ . This is because, if we reach r-th step of 
out reasoning (r = pq), this means that for every pair of agents ^(M> '). ${Mj '), 
where ikff \ MJ^^ 6 VI^PN.VLPN^, it is true that ^(MP) ~ #(MJ^^). 

According to the presented reasoning scheme, the following theorems can also be proved. 

Theorem 2. For two finite, labelled Petri nets LPNi and LPN2, if LPNi « LPN2, 
thus also <P(il4^^) « ${MP), where M^'^ and M^̂ ^ are initial markings of LPNi 
and LPN2. 

Theorem 3. For every two finite labelled Petri nets LPNi,LPN2 
if${M^^^) op ^(M^^^), then LPNi op LPN2, where op e {~, w}, 
and MQ ,MQ ' are initial markings of LPNi o.nd LPN2-

4 Hybrid modeling - case study 

Petri Nets are very often used in the modeling of reactive systems behaviour. The Petri Net 
could act both as a specification or as a design. When specification is considered, usually 
a small Petri Net is used. It defines activities which determine basic system functionahty. 

The ideas of strong and weak bisimulation could be implemented into the Petri Net 
formahsm. Thanks to the presented transformation, analysis of bisimilarities on the basis 
of the net's algebraic representation is possible. It also allows us to: model comparisons 
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in terms of bisimulation property and project validation against specification which 
might be written in the form of a set of temporal formulas. 

Different model comparisons 

Let us consider a model of a system that consists of several diflFerent processes 
responsible for data processing and one process responsible for printing the result. In 
our example, data processing consists of two separate activities denoted correspondingly 
by a and h. Data processing is complete if both activities are done. A result printing 
is represented by activity c. The order of activities, a and h is not important. Both 
sequences a, h and 5, a are allowed. The only requirement is that a and h must take 
place before c. In our mini-system, these activities will be modeled by actions; i.e. the 
activity is complete if an action occurs. 

Assuming that actions a and 6 occur independently (e.g. in a separate processes), 
a situation like the one described above is modeled by the net N\ shown in the figure 1. 
In general, Â i depicts the system in which two different processes do action a and h, 
and next they wait until c is done. 

This very popular synchronisation model was reflected in modern Java in the form 
of a CyclicBarrier class [11]. It provides a convenient synchronisation aid that allows 
one thread to wait until other threads complete their tasks. Of course the requirement 
that before c both actions a and h must occur might be fulfilled differently. Let us 
consider a NaivyApp simple sequential application which may perform two possible 
scenarios: a, b, c and b, a, c. In deed, these appUcation also meets the requirements that 
both actions a and b must occur before c. 

The behaviour of NaivyApp is modeled by the net N2 shown in the figure 2. This 
net corresponds to a simple sequential program that performs the actions a, b, c or 
b, a, c repeatedly in turn. 

Mi 
P- [(1,0,0,0)) >[ (0,0,0,1) 

Mr 
(0,1,0,0) 

MX 

^ (0,0,1,0) 

Fig. 2. Net A'̂ 2 and its reachability graph 

Because both nets Â i and N2 represent the programs that satisfy our informal 
specification, the question comes up whether their behaviours are the same. In order to 
answer this question, the reachability graph of N2 is built (figure 2). It enable us to 
construct agent ^(iV2), which is the algebraic representation of Â 2-

#(Mô ^ )̂ = a.^(Mf^) b.#(MP), <|i(MP) = b.<P(Mf̂ ), # ( M P ) = 

According to the theorem 3, the nets A''i and N2 are bisimilar if agents ^ ( M Q ) and 
#(Mo ') are bisimilar. A quick automatic check proves that ^ ( M Q ) 
and thereby it will be shown that Ni ~ iV2-

#(Mo^^0 [12], 
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5 Summary 

For several years, a significant increase of demand for reliable multi-threaded software 
can be be observed. As a result, libraries supporting the building of concurrent 
applications for many programming languages are available [13,11] (e.g. a recent 
version of Java incorporates the new java.util.concurrent package). This trend also 
make stronger a need for the creation of convenient and versatile formal methods that 
support specification and design of concurrent software. 

The hybrid modeling technique presented above helps to achieve this goal. It 
facilitates using bisimulation in the context of models given in the form of Petri nets. 
Because of transforming a net to an appropriate CCS agent, it is possible to proceed 
with further analysis in well defined algebraic formahsm, including suitable tools such 
as CWB [12]. 

Defining algorithms and methods that shorten the distance between formal methods 
such as Petri nets or CCS algebra and the Java language will pose a challenge to author 
in the near future. 
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